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Abstract 

. ... 

Three cyphers allegedly authored·by Thomas Jefferson Beale in l822 have been 
the subjoct of intensive study for over one hundred years. Generations of 
cryptanalyst& have expended untold man-years,.thus far without success, 
attempting to d'ecode them; vast; armies of fortune hunters and tre~cure 
seekers have devoted Herculean labors to digging up the rolling hills of 
Virginia trying to locate the promised bonanza. The history of p7rtinent 
activities would fill volumes yet serious students of cryptography have al
ways had nagging doubts about. the cyphers' authenticity. It has been 
alleged that the 1'known. solution" to Cypher l~umber Two: 115, 73, 24, 818, 37, 
52, 49, ••• ( 111 have deposited in the County of Bedford about four miles ft:orn 
Buford's in an excavation or vault ••• ") with.the aid of an unsanitized ver
sion of the Declaration of Independence was merely a superb, imaginative and 
grandiose hoax perpetrated ages ago for whatever reasons • 

. Modern computer technology could obviously perform signature analyses on the 
Beale cyP.hers and coul~ also, in fact, simulate the process of encoding it
aelf so as to yield new clues and deeper insights into their construction. 
For the benefit of the uninitiated, the encoding method used in the seeond 
cypher employs a specified document whose words are simply numbered con
secutively and first letters of'these words are sought out at random to 
match the letters of the cleartext or message. The sequence of numbers 

t .. ~spending to these matches is ~hen·~4itten do~~ as the final code. 
While primitive, the process has the advantage of relative security until 
the source document becomes known; at that moment the cypher can be decoded 
even by second graders .• 

The work now completed with the help of our UNIVAC 1108 includes numerous 
analytical studies of the Beale cyphers and various types of simulations. 
For example, we have turned the entire process of simulated encoding by 
various schemes over to the machine and analyzed the signatures of these 
synthetic codes; we have also encoded various ~essages by hand, using 
different texts and a variety of methods to obtain their signatures. 
These simulations provide con~incing evidence that the signatures are 
both process and data dependent; they indicate also very strongly that 
Mr.·Beale's cyphers are-for real and that it is merely a matter of time 
before someone finds the correct source document and.locates the right 
vault in· the Commonwealth of Virginia. 
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:· 1 ••. Introduction 

·;These cyphers allegedly authored by one Thomas Jeffe.rs;on :Seale in 1822 have 
been subject of intensive study for over one. hundred years. Generations of 
cryptanalysts have expende~untold man-years attempting to decode them while 
treasure hunters have spent an equal amount of time and effort in digging 
through the hills and caves of Virginia in an attempt to locate Beale's 
treasure. During the summer of 1968, several memb~rs of the American Crypto
gram Association (ACA) decided that a concentrated group itudy m!ght be suc
cessful where individual efforts' bad ~bus far failed.· In response· to· 
several inquries, eleven persons indicating an inte.rest·in this cyphe.r con• 
vened in Washington on Saturday, 20 September 1968, to dis~uss present know~ 
ledge, pool talents and resources, and formulate plans for future ~ork. It 
was unanimously agreed that modern computers should be used to analyze the 
content of these cyphers in depth, to develop their "signatures," 'and to 
simulate the encoding process ~llegedly used by Beale in his three messages. 
The group suggested numerous modifications of aiready existing analytical 
computer programs and the ideas proposed then were eventually translated 
into real and working programs. 

This report summarizes the work done since then. naturally, we cannot in
clude all the detailed computer printouts which have accumulated. These 
printouts, however, can be made available for inspection in our Washington 
office at any time. We hope that interested parties will avail themselves. 
of this o~portunity and that during the year 1970 joint effort& will bring 
us closer to the solution of this very interesting project. 

As previously mentioned, the Beale Cyphers are three numerical codes alleg
. ~1v constructed during the second decade of the past century by Thomas 
.n:iferson Beale for the purpose of identifying the site of a treasure 
buried by him. The three codes are show~ in Appendix 9. The method used 
by Beale to encode the second of hh three messages was "broken" by a 
James B. Ward several decades later. It is ver)' much like that already 
described by Sir Arthur ~onan Doyle in "The Va.lley of Fear." Taking any 
readily available source document, such as the Declaration of Independence, 
:each word in this keytext is numbered sequentially: (l) When (2) in (3) the 
(4) course (5) of (6) human (7) events ••• The letters of the message to 
be encoded are then selected at random from appropriate starting letters of 
these words. The final code consists thus only of a string of numbers, as 
in Beale Cypher ltumber 2: ll5, 73, 24, 818, 37~ 52, • • • Correlating .these 
numbers against the keytext, we find that they represent consecutively the 
letters 1, H. A, V, E, ••• and thiu combination of keytext and code reveals 
quite readily the entire message contained in B2: 

I have deposited in the County of Bedford about four miles from Buford's 
ln an excavation or vault six feet below the surface cf the ground the 
following articles belonging jointly to the parties whose names are 
given in number three herewith. The first deposit consisted of ten 
hundred and fourteen pounds of gold and thirty £ight hundred and t~elve 
pounds of silver deposited November 1819. The second \oras t:ade Decembar 
1821 and consisted of nineteen hundred and ;even pounds of gold and 
twelve hundred and eighty eight pounds of uilver, also je~ela obtained 
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believe that it is nothing more than a grandiose hoax, while others firmly ~~~~ 
believe it is legitimate and will be cracked sooner or later. ln order to :f..§:..:JE 
arrive at an answer to this qu~stion, one might proceed from the assumption ~~~ . 
(statistical hypothesis) tr~t Beale Cyphers 1·and 3 a~e random doodles whil~f~ 
Beale Cypher 2 was constructed to create the basis for a hoax. lf it now ~=~ 
could be proven that ·cyphers l and 3 were purely random nbmb~rs with a :=== 
"signature" significantly different from that of Cypher 2, the weight of th4i;';~~ 
evidence would tip the scales to~ard abandoning hope of ever obtaining ~~~ 
legitimate solutions to Cyphers 1 and 3. Several studies along these lines £~~~~::-..; 
have been conducted and are discussed below. ~:=: 

3.1 Code Simulation with-Rectangular Random Numbers 

The most primitive a!lsurnption which we could make is that Beale Cyphers 1 ::::= 
and/or 3 were written down as sequences of pure random nttnbers. For ehampl ~~:= 
they could be rectangular random n~ub~rs with a given range. ln order to ~~:~ 
test such an hypothesis, we wrote a short Fortran Program to prod~cc string~~~~ 
of rectangular random numbers \·7hich are then punched into data cards having ~i};;;;; 
the same format ns those acceptable to the CR\~TA and CR~~TT Programs. By ~~:=· 
way_of defining .rectangular random numbers, note that they have a uniform ········
distribution of such a nature that the o_ccurrence of any number \-lith in the :::= 
stated·range is equally likely. As a con~equence, the sorted array of thee~~~ 
numbers will have no mode and their first differences also tend to be l'.ni- ::::::::: 
formly distributed. The subject ·program 'V:e.s used to generate one output ."." .. ."."~~ 
deck R.S (for Rectangular Simulation) y.•hich we used to test the earlier ···--
stated hypothesis (cf. Sect~on 4.4). 

3.2 Code Simulation with Poiscon P~ndom Numbers 

Even a most cursory inspection of the throe Beale Cyphers Bl, B2, and B3 
reveals that the numbers are not uniformly distributed. Therefores a 
second random number generator program was developed whose output is 
Poisson distributed. This distribution occurs widely in psychological 
tests, communications, and other natural and engineering phenomena. 
According to this distribution law, smaller numbers will occur more fre
quently than larger numbers and one sucn set of data was generated. The 
output deck PS (for Poisson Simulation) is 'arranged in a format accept
able to the CRYPTA and CRYP!T Programs. ·The results obtained with PS are 
described in Section 4.5. 

3.3 Hammer's Simulation of the Beale Process 
··~·-

l'he date. decks RS and PS described above s.re stric:tly statistical. simu- .. _ .. ,_ 
lstions of some assumed random n~~ber diatricution law, permitting us only~~~ 

.. to test the Beale Cyphers asainst these hypoinctical distributions. It ~~ 
was felt that we should go one step further and actually simulate the Beal~~~~ 
process itself. .:::::::::: 

····-·-· ....... -. . ·. . J·: 
. . ····--
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'frequency zero among the first letters of the keytext words, the next 
letter in the cyclical alphabet, A, B, C, ••• z, A, B, •• is chosen to 
replace any unenc~dable letter. 

2.3 CRYPTT Program Description 

This Fortran program performs a number of list processing tasks on a 
given alphabetical keytext under control of a given ~umer~cal cypher. 
In its present form two punched.card input decks are required. Jbe 
first deck begins with a text header card from which l~ter program our
puts are constructed; it is followed by a keytext data deck and ~n extra 
control card which signifies its end. The second data deck begins also 
with a text header card which is followed by cards containing th~ numeri
cal cypher data. The last card of the numerical cypher data deck carries 
a control punch signifying lts end. 

The program outputs first list the two heaclers to identify the source of 
the alphabetical keytext and of the n~~erical cypher data. They are 
follol-:ed by a sununsry giving the number of words and literals in the 
textual data ~nd a count of the elements in the numerical cypher. The 
alphabetical keytext is then printed out with word counts indicated over 
the first latter of every fifth word. It is printed out again with a 
letter count indicated over every tenth letter; spaces are not included 
in this count. Then follows a digram analysis of the text which tabu
lates frequencies of.the digrams in a 26A26 m~trix ranging from AA to ZZ 
with row and column totals; the digram l·ist is also printed out in order 

· -·· of descending frequencies. A letter frequency analysis of the lteytext 
::- suppliec!. Finally, a listing of ;he numerical cypher elements is 

given in array form. 

At this point the program develops several letter and word concordances 
from the alphabetical text and the numerical cypher. The first para
meterized approach matches the numerical entries of the cypher against 
corresponding first letters of the search text; it also introduces integer 
lags into this matching process and the key cypher numbers aTe systematic· 
ally increment~d by th~se lags. The outputs from this first approach are 
printed as pseudotext where blanks replace impossible word or·character 
numbers. In the second appToach, the parameterized matching·process 
creates a pseudotext by reversing the first process and printing tbe last 
characters of the words matching the given cypher numbers. Again, ~n 
arbitrary lag is introduced both in the \-lord and character counts. The 
resultant pseudotext is then printed out, ·allowing· for blankt.in impossible 
word or character assignments. ln the third approach, the key elements of 
the cypher are taken to be word position counts. Pseudotext is again 
created and printed out with an arbitrary incremental lag imposed on the 
numerical cyphor. · ln tlae fourth approach, the program matches letter 

: 'position r,umbers with ~rbitra.ry lags e.ge.inst the numerical cypher. In this 
· appro~ch blanks in the text are not counted. Finally, in the fifth approach, 

a match is established between the numerical cypher elements and character 
counts which include blanl~s. Typical running times of the program with 8000 
literals, 500 numerical cypher key"el&~ents, and with lags ranging from 0 to 
10 are lea~ than one minu~e on the Univ~c 1108 syst~~. 
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in St. Louis in exchange to save transport~tion end valued at thirt~en 
thousand dollars. The above is securely packed in 'iron pots with iron 
covers. The vault is roughly lined with stones, and the vessels rest 

I ' 

on solid stones and aTe covered with others. Paper number one de
scribes the exact locality of the vault so that no difficulty will be 
had in finding.it. 

This is not a tutorial on cryptography and we sh~ll .disc~ss here only the 
methodology employed in this particular encoding/decoding proc~ss. First 
of all, it is obvious that even if the exact methodology were kno~~, "de
coding without an exact specification of the keytext may be a very diffi-
cult process. Even with the help of advanced cryptogtaphic methods it can 
introduce obstacles of enormous magnitude. Secondly, the encoding method 
indicated by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and Beale 1 s B2 is only one of several 
possible variations. For example, instead of the first letter of the· 
numbered words, their second 'letters could be chosen, or their.lest letter, 
etc. Then, instead of numbering the words of. the basic document, the letters 
could be numbered sequentially counting or not counting blanks and/or punctu
ations. The encoder may also introduce a lead or lag functionAsuch that the 
code element N actually refers to word or latter nuinber lt.:!:A• At this point it 
becomes clear that we have at least a major data processing problem on our 
hands when we encounter cyphers of this type. In fact, it is more than ·likely 
that we also have a major cryptographic problem if very little is known ·about 
the source of the cypher. In the case of historical cyphers, there is the 
additional difficulty of locating the authentic documents or, what may even be 
worse, unsanitized or specialized versions thereof that an author of centuries 
past may have used. More will be said later about this problem in connection 
with our o~~ work on. Beale_Cyphers l'and 3. 

~. Three Computer Programs 

The power of the Univac 1108 tn.!!chine was tepped \71th the aid of several com
puter programs ·Specially developed for our purpos~. The tasks Yhich these 
programs carry out fall into three categories. The first C~YP!A Progr~m is 
basically enalytical; it takes a string of numbers (L·e, a numerical code) 
and analyzes it with the help of many rnethematicel-utatistical tools. The . 
second C~YPTT Program involves list processing and various decoding attempts 
at obtaining a concordence between a given n~~erical code and an alphabetical 

.keytext. The third CRYPTS Program is a computer simulation of the human pro
cess of encoding some cleartext vith the help of a given alphabetical keytext • 

. 2.1 CRYPTA Progrem Description 
--

This Fortran program performs a number of analytical tasks on a giv~n 
numerical cypher. ln its presant form, the inputs arc punched cards, the 
last of which carries a special punch to signify the end of the data deck. 
The data deck is preceded by one informational BCD card which ill used to 
construct the heading of the outputs. 

The program ~utputs begin with a sumca=y of the data statistics which in
cludes the title (from the header card), the number of entries in the cypher, 
their numerical average, their root-menn-squ.arc, as \7ell as a li~~in3 of the 
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.DOGID :ra~ti133:t, runs-up and runs-do~-n are enumerated, followed by a sor~ .'" 
.. ~. of' the data and their first diffe1:ences. The original data are then reduced 

·:.-:.':. 

·-· 

· : modulo 26 (an attempt to correlate them with the English alphabet) and the 
resultant frequency table is printed out and tested against English letter 
frequencies. This test is.then· repeated for all possible 26 cyclical per
mutations but results are ·only printed out if they submit to a Chi-Square 
statistical significance test. The data are also cross-summed and the re-
sultant array is printed out. Again, the cross-s~ed frequency table is 
compared with English letter frequencies ·and the results~are printed out if 
they are statistically significant •. 

Next, the 'data are subjected to an autoregressive analysis which looks for . 
statistically .significant cycles "hidden away" in the raw· data. Significant 
frame sizes are printed out for autoregressive lags ranging from 2 to 30. 
Respective averages and standard deviations are given for each ft"a1ne posi
tion in statistically significant frame sizes. Finally, a Kasiski-type analy
sis is performed on the raw· data elements by examining their differenced posi
tion values in the cypher. This analysis is s~~arized by listing frequen
ci'es of the divisors ranging fro:n 2 to 36. Typical running time of this pro
gram with 500 data points, including compilation, is about eleven seconds on 
the Univac 1108. 

2.2 CRYPTS Program Doscription 

This Fortran program.~ncodes a given alphabetical cleartext (which .may not 
contain any numbers or special symbols) with the help of another alphabetical 
keytext by ·the concordance or matching process allegedly employed in the 
Beale cypher. Program output is a listing and a deck of punched cards in the 
same format used for input into the CRYPTA and CRYPTT programs described 

1 ~ewhere. This program now has three options. 

The first option searches the keytext sequentially, always beginning with 
its first word, until a match between a given clearter.t letter and the 
first letter of some word in the kcytext is obtained; the position number 
of that word is then recorded. Encoding of the cleartext will thus produce 
a strin.g of the lowest valued position nui!lbers in the keytext. lf no match 
is found during the complete search of the keytext, dummy numbers 1, 2, 3, 
are successively inserted into that string. 

The second option searches the keytext sequentially, beginning with its 
first word, until a match between a given cleartext le~ter and the first 
letter of some word in the keytext is found; the position number of that 
word is then record:_c!.·.- However, "''hen the sat~e type letter comes up again 
for encodin~ the search for a match resu:es at th~ position last recorded 
and this process is continued to the end of the keytext before returning 
to its beginning. If a letter to be matched does not occur in the first 
letters of the keytext \o.•ords' the next letter in the alphabet is chosen 
cyclically, i.e., Z is f~llowed by A. 

The.third option uses a rectangular random number generator to select 
matching first letters from the keytext words in the process of encoding 
the cleartext letters. If a letter required in the encoding process has ... 
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, this writer) and proceeded to encode it by the e.lleged Beale Process. A §'~.::-.:::::;.~~~ .. :· 
listing of Beale 1 s Version of the D~claration of Independence was used as i;·.:-::.::-.:.?lj~j·;·:· 
the keytext for encocling this cleartext. The e.nnotated keytext carried f;;;:;:::,::~b: :. 
word numbers for eve~:y fifth word throughout and was printed on typical ~~~~tL. 
computer output paper. As a matter of fact, it was the by-product of one L-:.:-:-=::=:~::::: : 
of the earlier· CltYPTT runs. fgggfffffft:.-::~:::~~~::· · 

1.::::.::.:~=..::::::::: 

. !=.==::!::?.:-:.:: 
We scanned the text seque~tially to find the required let~ers, writing dow~~~~~~~~~~~ 
word position numbers as their ·first letters were found· to match the looltet~::::~~==~f:ii: 
for ~etters. We would proceed for a while in this fashion then turn to an{~:.'~!!~~~9:.'. 
other section of the keytext and continue the sequential search-and-match- E-=.:~~~='-
process. While carrying out this work, we noted th~ mental strain in seariT:-=_:-_:-~~f!~ = : · 
ing for rare or non·e~istent letters. We were elso tempted to "memorize" ~~~f?:t~~~.' 
posi~ion numbers for certain letters and we developed a resistance to turnl~;;:~~~~F~·~: .. 
ing to later sections of· the ___ keyt;xt. H?wever, we made a conscious effort fff~~~~~jJ:'i!!::-- --. 
to switch to different areas of tne text, not pre\'iously used, and we t-7ork :::::::::=::=l.::::= ·. 
the text always in a forward-sea;ch mode, never in reverse. Naturally, al H~lf:::~:fy_· 
these psychological factors would be reflected in the "signature" of the §::::::::;;j~!~L"-· 

produced string of numbers, as indicated by the analysis in Section 4.6. ~!~~~~f[ 

3.4 Caldwell's Random Dati Code :::.~~::::: · 

One member of the study'team who submitted a "personalized" random data 
ccfde was Hr. Robert Caldwell. Nothing is knot-m (on purpose) e. bout the i!!:f!:-====-~~f'_ 
method which he used to prod)lce these CS data. Upon receipt of his manu- ~~~~~=.=:::::~~~ -
script, data cards were punched, using the fonr.at acceptable to our CRYPTA ~~~-:.:::...7.7l~f::'>=
and CRYPTT Program!!. These decks were then subjected to computer ana lysis ~~f:.:...~:=.~'?!!L. 

... ' 

.. ;!,·- Nelson's Random D~ta Code 

Mr. Carl Nelson, another member of the study team, has also tubMitted a 
"personalized" random data code ltS about \.'hose source we did not inquire. 
His code, too, \o7as punched up and subjected to analysis by the CR\'PTA 
Program. · 

Three Svnthetic Codes Generated with CR\~TS 

It was a simple matter to take the sace text used in H~~er's simulation 
HS and encode it with the three CR.1~!S·options. The three optional out
puts Sl, S2, and S3 could then be analyzed with the·help of CRYP!A 
(Section 4.9) and could be validated by.running them against CRY.PTI. 

··-·······-· .................. _. 

Naturally, there would .be no startling results forthcoming from this last 
experiment since the three codes \oTero known to heve a solution. They woul _:g~:;~f:t~r~~~;~.;,£,_ 
serve only as a benchmark in the analysis of codes Bl and B3 of unknown [?.ijf~~:::==:::~~:;;·~::_ 

origin. ~~~~~~~~~--
======::~:::: .. 
==-::::::~:-::~;~ . 4. Analytical Studies with the CRYPTA Program· 
. ;-~;~§;~~~~~~;i~-

·. Including the three original Beale Cyphers, our stockpile of real or simu- :-::;;~s;£::·:·:_· 
la.ted codes now contains eleven !:ets of data (cf. Section 3) allo\o.'"ing ex- :-~,:§iiiff[;: · 
haustive an& lysis td .... th the Cit\~TA proaram •. Of u:a.ximum inter~s~, of course~~~-.:~-~w).::· 

0 
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real codes. Ye shall highlight. significant differen·ces in these para
meters reflecting structural or signature information in the following • 

.... . 
4.1 Beale Cyoh"or No. 1 

The Bl cypher has 520 entries with a. mean of 273 renging from l to 2906 
(cf. Appendix 9.1) The distribution-of runs-up-~nd-down varies signifi
cantly from random data; there is an excess of runs-down of.length one 
which is compensated for by a shortage of runs down of lengths three 
and higher. This provides a possible clue to the ~onstruction of the 
cypher as the author· might have "jumped back" more frequently while en
gaged in the encoding process. Autoregressive analysis reveals only 
one significant pattern (of length sixteen) but by itself this fact does 
not give rise to any suspicions about the nature of the code. Modulo re
ductions of the code numbers yields twelve significant variations from 
randomness indicative of the difficulties ·which the ~uthor might have ex
perienced in selecting keytext letters to encode his message. Signifi
cantly, most of these paramete:rs are even; this fact might indicate that 
the author numbered only every other word of his kejrtext and then tell 
for the psychological preference for numbered over unnumbered \o7ords. 

4.2 

l-·---··-=·-
:.:::'.!: 
t:.::=. t-.==
·~-:~=:= 
~=:-·:::: 
r=: 
rr:~-rt:¥. '····-E:'!""="= r.:- . 

F 
r Beale Cypher No. 2 
r=== 

The- B2 cypher "is .. longer than Bl. It has 763 en tries ranging from 1 to 994 ·-·-· 
with a.mean of 162 (cf. Appendix 9.2). I~ has, of course, a known solution~~~ 
with Beale's Version of the Declaration of Independence as keytext. Again ···
runs-down of length one. dominate and are compense.ted for by too few runs- ···-···· 
down of length three and up. Autoregression reveals three significant ~== 
cycles of lengths three, five, and seventeen which is about right for a. 
hand-coded job. Modulo reduction indicates again a significant de\•iation •-z-•-· 
'from randomness with 21 parameters but this time only half of them are for ···--· 
even number!S, indicating that the me.thod of encoding chosen tt7as "better ······-

. balanced." ......... .. 
_ ... __ _ 

4.3 Beale Cypher No. 3 

The length of cypher B3 falls between Bl ~nd B2. It has 618 entries 
ranging from 1 to 975 with a mean of 153. However, runs-up-and-down ex
tend far beyond the range to b~ expected from random numbers with three 
runs-up of length nine and also a shortage "of runs-down of length three 
and greater. In view of this we might suspect that earlier 11p1·a.ctico11 or 
a change in the-mental approach to the·encodi~g task could account for 
this unusual pattern. Also, letter-counting instead of word-counting 
might produce such a pattern. Autoregression produces four significant 

"cycles of lengths three, five, ·eleven, and seventeen. By comparison 
with Bl and B2 we find that the longect of those cycles reflects tho per

. sonal 11signature11 of the author. Hodulo reductions of the cyphcr entries 
_yield six significant values without predominance of odd or even; this 
'time multiples of five dominate, possibly indicating that the numbering 
scheme used for encoding of this cyphcr differs from that used in Bl or 
B2. 

··-··-· 
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4.4 Rectangular Random Number Code .. 
This first of the computer-generated benchmarks has 500 entries whos& mean 
is similar to that of Bl (by design). While there is nothing interesting 
about the runs-up-and-do~~, the logarithmic sort fit yields par~meters sig
nificantly different from the three Beale Cyphers, indicating clearly that 
.the latter come from a non-random source. Autoregression yields only two 
significant frequencies of 2 and 3; these can be traced to the periodic 
nature of the random number generator itself. Modulo reduction, likewise, 
yields only one value of significance against many' values for the real 
cyphers. At th.is point it becomes thus obvious that: none of the Beale 
Cyphers was constructed with the help of early random ~umber tables, or by 
tossing coins or rolling dice. · 

4.5 Poisson Random Number Code 

The generation of Poisson distributed rando~ numbers yields several sur
prises. While their runs-up-and-do,.,.n are similar to those obtained from 
the uniform random numbers, the logarithmic sort fit resembles much more 
the data obtained from the. three Beale Cyphers. Autoregression yields 
three significant values of 3, 7, and 23• The individual values can be 
traced to the idiosyncrasies of our random number generator. The fact 
that three of them show up yields a good benchmark for comparison l'lith 
other simulation schemes. · Finally, modulo reduction yields no signifi
cant-values which··indicates once more the non-randomness of the Beale 
Cyphers. 

4.6 Hammer's Simulated Beale Type Data 

In addition to having a knov.-n· solution, these data correspond most closely 
to B3. There is a preponderance of runD-do~~ of length one, compensated 
for by too few.runs-down of lengths greater than three. This is evidence 
for the manner in w~ich the encoding process was carried out, namely by 
running forward along the keytext, and jumping back whenever the urge 
sti:Uck .. us. Evidently, at ·least this encoder was unable to control his 
tendencies in that direction, producing long runs-up against short runs
down. Autoregression yields also five significant cycles, including two 
of great length, as did B3. On the other hand, modulo reduction produced 
only two significant values, due probably to the fact that we tried very 
hard to avoid a preference for the number~d elements of the comparison 
text. 

-~-

4.7 Caldwell's P~ndom Data Code 

The source of these data and the method of their generation is not known. 
Comparison with several benchmarks of computer-generated or man-made 
simulated codes would indicate that they correspond most nearly to RS or 
'S3, which suggests that their basis is indeed a set of true random numbers. 
Runs-up-and-down, autoregressive paraceters, and modulo reduction all point 
in that direction • 

.. 
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Here we have an entirely different pattern from the orie generated by the 
Caldwell data. While runs-up-and-do~n (except for one run-do~~ of length 
6) resemble most clearly·a random pattern (say, of the Poisson type), auto
gressive analysis revea~s the non-randomness of the data to be very much 
like Hammer's sim~lation or the original Beale Cyphers. Also, modulo re
duction produces seven values of significance, distributed very much like 
those of B3. All this evidence leads ·us to suspec.t that this cypher is 
based upon a real text and con:ains a real message. 

4.9 Three Codes Generated with CRYPTS 

As mentioned in Section 3.6, this program has three options and it simu
lates (on the computer) the encoding process that a human being might want 
to employ. The three codes produce no spectacular or unexpected results. 
Runs-up-and-down for opt~pn·one (after a hi~, return to beginning of key
text) indicate a dominance of runs-down for length one, as expected; fre
quencies of longer runs adjust themselves accordingly. Only option two 
(scan entire text and then ret~rn to beginning) yields significant cycles 
for autoregression. The logarit~ic sort fit for option three (~~iform 
selection of matching letters) produces constants which differ signifi
cantly from those obtained by the other options. Again, option one yields 
a large number of significant parameters (22) during modulo reduction as· 
compared with just one such parameter for the other two options. These. 
results proved to· be very valuable t-7hen \o:e tried to "bracket" the unknown 
cyphers ~1, B3, CS, and NS (cf •. Section 6). 

s. Decoding Studies with CR\'?TT 

'"'s mentioned earlier, this compute-r prog-ram eliminates the rote and 
drudgery connected with setting up concordances between a given numerical 
cypher (such as the Beale Codes) end a keytext which might yield the clear
text. The CRY?IT Program provides additional statistics ebout the chosen 
keytext, of value in further analytical studies. The CRYPT! output sub
rout-ines yield only interesting garbage unless the chosen keytext he.ppens 
to be the 11 correct11 one. However, even the. "signature" of this garbage 
can be rather revealing as we discovered. 

5.1 Beale Cyphers Nos. 1 throu2h 3 

Beale's Version of the Declaration of Independence (·See· Appendix 9 .4) as 
.keytext produces alphabetical strings. but little intelligence for any of 
the available CRYPT!· methods or their variants •. For example, if we corre
late the numb&rs of the cypher with the initial letters of correspondingly 
numbered words in the key text, we obtain SCS EIFA GSOOTTUCWOTt·ITAAIWDBIID'l'T 
W!TAABBPLAAAB~1CI ••• The spaces result from code numbers exceeding the 
number of words in the keytext; .the computer program maintains a count of 
these word~ and inserts blanks where code numbers exceed the upper limit 
of numbered text words. Letter frequency counts' indicate that this pseudo
text does not agree with the le:ter frequency counts of ordinary English. 
Similarly, if we number the letters in the basic text, rather ths.n the 
words, CR\~!I produces another string of scemipgly random letters:. .. 
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chance digraphs and trigraphs in such a string of letters; the partial 
11pseudotext" shown above contains such words as one, ton, so, boss, tail, 
care, etc. The letter.frequcncy distribution in this pseudotext matches 
that of the English language.much more closely; also, there are no blanks 
since the keytex~ has '6527 literals (not counting spaces) and the highest 
code number in Beale Cypher No. l is 2906. 

No further progress is made. by applying lags or ieads to th!s cypher. 
For example, its beginning of: 71, 194, 38, 1701~ ••• could refer to the 
first letters of words 70, 193, 37, 1700, ••• or·t.o.letters 73, 196, 40, 
1703, ••• etc. However, analysis of the pseudotexts obtained with such 
lags or leads indicates a much better match with English letter frequen
cies for the method of letter-counting over the method of word-counting. 
In this connection, remember that the method of word-counting is the one 
that "breaks" Beale Cypher l~o. 2. Nevertheless, letter-counting seems 
to provide a better option for decoding Bl. 

Beale Cypher No. 2 can be "broken" by applying the method of unlagged 
word-counts against the keytext of the Declaration of Independence. 
All other methods (with or without lags and le~ds) available under 
CRYPTT produce interesting benchme.rke for letter frequencies against 

-which we can test other decoding methods. For example, if another key
text produces letter frequencies that are statistically less significant 
than those produced by the Declaration of Independence plus an inappli
cable method, we may take this clue.to mean that we have thc.wrong method 
and/or the wrong keytext. }~ore about this interesting facet of our signa
ture analysis in Section 6 • 

.Beale Cypher No. 3 does not yield anything new and startling. Neither 
word-counting nor letter-counting produc~s anything but gibberish but the 
relevant letter frequencies are again better for the letter-counting 
method. 

5.2 Hammer's Simulated Beale Type Data . 

These data· are based upon a cleartext of modern English writing; their 
submission to CRYPTT with the Declaration of Independence produces, of 
course, the correct solution. ·It furnishes us also with benchmarks for 
the distortion of letter frequencies resulting from introduction of lags 
or leads or an incorrect encoding method. For example, decoding by the 
correct method will produ"ce the cleartext: COt-tPUTER.SHAVESTARTEDTOOOJ .. HAZ 
INGTHINGSTHEYDESIGNAIRPLANESGUIDDIISSlLES ••• Introduction of a lead·of 
one unit produces the follouing pseudo-cleartext: AFIESOLEElAATRCEOXAOP 
IPNEHISEOOATHOAXNEVET ••• · As before, code numbers in excess of the avail
able word-count in the_keytext are translated by the computer into blanks. 
Very few recognizable digraphs or trigraphs result from this simple shift; 
similarly, letter frequencies are immediatQly diDtorted from.that expected 
for ordinary English. 
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.. . 5.3 Calo,teii's Random Data Code 

Application of the Declaration of Independence against these data produces 
meaning.less letter strings for all methods and relevant lags or leads. For 
the unlagged letter-count method, we have BOHHffi..OLNS T B WP PJTl'A TDA 
NDOFWN TAIPIAD T IPG R S • • • Both the frequency of recogn~zable digraphs 
or trigraphs is very low as is the correlation of resultant letter frequen
cies against those of the English language alphabet. Our earlier stated 
suspicion thus receives support: In all likelihood these we~e-true ~andom 
numbers. They are certainly not derived from a cleartext encoded against 

'the Declaration of Independence by the Bea4e method •. 

5.4 Nelson's Random 'Data Code 

The Nelson Cypher,. unlike C~ldwell 1 s Random Data Code, produces strings of 
letters with frequencies similar to those obtained in other attempts where 
~e deliberately matched data against the 11wrong 11 keytext. For example, the 
word-counting method, without lag or lead, yields against the Declaration 
of Independence: Ol'TSO SOWOC Rl'RNHSAWAOT~ THTE~J~TLAONIPAJ.NR ••• Letter fre
quency counts of the pseudotexts tend to confirm that we have here a legiti
mate cypher but the wrong document. More about that under Section 6. 

5.5 Codes Generated with CP.\~TS 

Application of a computer-simulated method ef encoding will, of course, 
yiel~ the desired cleartext for the right choice of method. Thus the 
several options of CRYPTS ¥1i 11 lead us to the correct solution, ·say for 
the unlagged word-counting method: COHPUTERSHAVESTARTEDTOOOA.11AZINGTHINGS ••• 
vhich converts for a lag of one into: OFAENSVEEUNAVEHNEHVIHFIF... Letter 
frequencies here indicate clearly the transition from solution to non
solution even though.\-7e have the right text.· Again, this result will prove 
of interest when we attempt to summarize our results in Section 6. 

5.6 The Magna Carta 

During the latter part of 1965 we had a visitor who stated in no uncertain 
terms that he had 11 broken" Beale Codes 1 and 3'but needed the asc:istence of 
ou~ computer to complete his work. 'We ignored the "minor" contradiction 
contained in his statement and pressed him for further information • 

. . 
He told us, reluctantly,.to "try the Ha.gna Carta"--· and disappeared. We 

·syllogized the following conclusions: (i) He was telling us the simple 
truth; it is the Hagtfa ·carta, Cii) He was leading us down the garden path; 
lt is not the Magna Carta, (iii) He was being super-devious; it is the 
Magna Carta but he thinks that we think he gave us a false lead, thus we 
won't try it. 

. . At least this document would provide us with another simulation tool which 
we had not tried before. In what language was the source document written? 
If we could ~~ke any positive statements by additional, statistical analyses, 

·we would indeed have another piece of information needed to solve the Beale 
... 
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mystery. We therefore studied in depth decoding attempts wit~ CR1TTT, 
using s~veral versions of the Magna Carta as possible source documents. 

There is no need to reiate iri detail the extensive literature available · 
on the t-1agna Carta. There exist many versions authored by John in AD 
1215 and by Henry in AD 1225. Both documents are in Latin•and both be
gin with a lengthy Preamble which constitutes.the King's authority and 
lists his fiefs and advisors. Authorized translations were used by 
Thomas Jefferson and his friends in the drafting of our own-Constitution. 
If the Beale legend is not myth, the author of these cyphers would have 
known these documents. A short, sanitized version "(both in Latin and 
English) of John's Preamble can also be found in the Encyclopaedia 
Britannica. 

Table 1 lists some details about the four Latin and the eight English. 
versions of the Magna Carta t-1hich "'"ere used ao keytexts in rele\•ant de
coding attempts of Beale Cyphers 1 and 3, discussed in Section 6.2. 
For the sake of completeness, we have also listed two additional docu
ments, the Declaration of Independence and a modern English teY.t. 
These were used to establish further benchmarks and to allo~ us & better 
assessment of ~he results of the other C~YPTT runs. The indicated run 
numbers in the first column of that table refer respectively to runs made 
against Beale Cyphers 1, 2, or 3, as shown in the second column of the· 
table. Some data· about these keytexts, such as number of \o1ords· or number 
of letters, are provided in later columns, The table also indicates the 
source documents and any variants chosen for a particular run. The re
sults obtained from these and additional runs will be discussed in 
Section 6.2. 

6. Analysis of Results 

Our s.tudies are largely predicated upon the two progratns CR.Yl?TA and CR"'l."'P!T 
and upon computer runs made with the several data decks described earlier. 
Having already mentioned briefly some of our findings, we shall now try to 
consolidate our position-and review pertinent data in detail. 

6.1 Summary of CRYPTA Data 

Table 2 provides all of the d~ta obtained for the three Beale Cyphers (Bl, 
B2, B3), Rectangular and Poisson Distributed P~ndo~ Data Simulations (RS, 
PS), Simulations contributed by Hammer, Caldwell, and Nelson (HS, CS, NS), 
·and Computer Generated Simulations obtained from the three CR1"'P!S Program 
Options (Sl, S2, S3). 

-The first segment of Table 2 gives the number N of data elements in the 
respec~ive codes, their mean, standard deviati~n, and range. The second 
segment of the table summarizes the number or runs-up-a.nd-dotm. The third 
sesment indicates parameters obtained for the logarithmic sort fit: Inter
cept A, slope B, and standard deviation s. Tne fourth segment lists sig
nificant cycles detected for autore;rcesivc &nalysis by length and number; 
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thus 3,5,17(3) for Beale Cypher B2 indicetes 3 significant cycles of 
lengths three, fi·.-~ arid _s~venteen. The fifth segment of the table indicates ~~~\~~~~f_ 
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English 

English 

English 

English 

Source 
Document 

Magna Carta 

Magnll. Carta 

Magna Carta 

Magna Carta 

Hngnll. Carta 

"Magna Carta 
I 
I 
I 

Author 

John 

John 

Henry 

John 

John 

Henry 

Magna Carta John 

Magna Carta Henry 

Me.gna Carta IJenry 

Mo.gns Carta John 

Magna Cll.rtll. John 

Magnll. Carta John 

Declaration Bell.le 

Essay Hammer 

f)i!t 
Iii Document 
~~- Source Words 

12 . . Encyclopaedia 180 

121 Stubbs, p. 292 363 

1225 Stubbs, P· 350 284 

1215 Stubbs, P• 284 344 . 
1215 Encyclopll.edia 228 

1225 Swindler 676 

1215 Swindler 692 

1225 ·Swindler 671 

1225 Swindler 456 

1215 Swindler 576 

1215 Swindler 355 

1215 Swindler 269 

1789 Committee 1322 .. 

1968 UNIVAC 522 

------------ --

II !iii D Overall \Ill' 

Letters Description, Commen.!!' : 

1253 Preamble Only 

.2337 

1725· 

1990 

1140 

.2352 

3010 

2806 

2280 

2390 

1439 

1100 

6527 

2656 

Preamble and Text 

Preamble and Text 

Preamble Omitted 

Preamble Only 

Preamble and 1e~t; Italj 
no brackets 

Preamble and:Text; Brae~ 
no italics · 

Preamble Omitted; 
Bold, italics 

Preamble Omitted; 
no brackets 

Preamble Omitted; Bo~d, 
no i~alics 
Preamble Omitted; Bold, 
brackets, italics. 

I . 

Preamble Omitted; lii Or 
11Forever" one word; bra< 
italics; variation on rt 
11-31-51 

Baale's version; Declarl 
of Independence , 
Modern Text; Calibt'at iot 
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,results of the Kasiski analysis; it lists excesses for significant divisors. 
-'For example, under Beale Cypher 2 we .find only one such divisor, namely 7 1 

which occurs to a ~reater degree than can be expected if the data base wer~ 
random. The sixth and final segment of the table summarizes results ob
tained from modulo reduction; significant moduli are listed and counted~ 
For example, Beale Cypher 3 has six significant moduli, namely 5, 10, 15, 
20, 21 and 25, which occur too frequently and must be attributed to some 
property of the data. 

. . 
A grandstand view of this table allows us to compare codes with similar 
properties and to classify these codes as falling betw~en other codas with 
kno~~ properties. If we look at runs-up-and-down, we ~bserve that. all Beale 
Cyphers have a significant deficiency of runs-up of length one, the expected 
number of runs of length two, and a significant deficiency of longer runs
down. Now we note that a similar pattern obtains for HS and Sl, "indicating 
that in constructing these codes Beale and Hammer must have acted very much 
alike. Recalling our earlier co~ents (Section 4.6) about the psychological 
forces which become active when endoding messages by this method, we suspect 
that Beale must have worked, as \."e did, with a long document but that he 
jumped backward more often than forward. In' other words, he worked his way 
down the document, then jumped to another spot, worked down again, but prob
ably never reversed his process by working concordances backwards or up. 

-··· 

The logarithmic sort .fit indicates that the Beale Cyphers resemble much 
more closely Poisson-distributed Random Numbe~ (PS) than rectangular ones. 
The S2 technique (which scans the entire"keytaxt for concordances before 
returning to the starting point) falls short of all three Beale Cyphers; 
the Sl technique (which returns after each hit to the starting point) rests 

.nly above them, there being little. significant difference between the ob
served slopes. Again, we have here an indication that Beale proceeded in 
jumps, like a human, and less efficient than "our patient computer. 

Autoregression indicates that Hr. Beale was rather successful in Cypher 1 
as he chose his matches without producing significant short cycles •. However, 
B2 and B3 do contain hidden cycles which resemble very much those of 
Hammer's simulation HS and ere bracketed by computer simulations Sl and S2, 
as before. Here we also find that Nelson's data (NS) look very much like 
those of a real codP., while Caldwell (CS) might have used a very efficient 
compute& random number generator or good tab!es. 

Kasiski analyses were only included on the outside chance that· Beale • Cyphers 1 and 3 had be~f!. .. ~onstructed by an entirely different method than 
B2. The absen:e of significantly abundant. di\•isor~ in Bl and the t'\o10 di
visors of 14 ar&d 19 under B3 may be considered as spurious, just as the 
several divisors detected in the simulations. This finding rules out a 
large class of encocting methods commonly employed during that time, in
cluding Beaufort, Gronsfeld, Porta, and other periodic cyphers. 

Finally, the results of modulo reductions indicate once mbre rather strong· 
ly the non-random nature of the Beale Cyphers. All three exhibit a signifi
cant preference for certain numbers. Bl abounds in even numbers, ~bile B3 
pre~ers numbers divisibly··by 5. l{o st:.ch clearcut separation existc for B2 
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which strengthens our conviction that Bl and B3 were written in a slightly :~;;; 
different manner from that used to encode B2. Note that Sl and S2 bracket f§~~i 
the three Beale Cyphers which gives us once more an indication that he used fuf.::~ 
a process whose severity lies between the maxims used in these two computer ~~ 
simulated codes.· ~:::: 

6.2 Summary of CP..YPTT Data 
~~~~ 
.:-~ 
--·& ·-· 

Table 3 lists the results obtained from e. Chi-Square analysis for letter ····-·· 
frequencies of the various pseudotexts cor.:pared with standard English. The 
table has four major'beadings for the code data resultins from the three 
Beale Cyphers and the Poisson-generated random data. Each of the fourteen 
runs listed first in this table was set up identically to produce various 
pseudotexts from the state~ keytext and the respective Beale Cypher, or the 
random code PS. Under Method I we created·output using the word-counting 
method and went through a range of lags (or leads) from -5 to +5, for a 
total of eleven pseudotexts from the first letters of these words. We al~o 
produced outputs for second, third, etc. letters but they did not add any
thing new and are not shol·m. Under Method II, -we used last letters and 
leads ranging from 0 to 2 for a total of three psGudotexts; again, second
last and other letters are not shown here although we did produca them. 
Under Method III we used the letter-counting method, ignoring spaces and 
punctuations, with lags (or leads) ranging from -10 to +10 for a total of 
2l.pseudotexts per run. Finally, under Method IV we used again the letter
counting method, including also spaces bet~·7cen words but ignoring punctu
ations,. with a lag (or lead) ranging from -2 to +2 for a total of five 
pseudote~ts. Thus all entries in Table 3 reflect averages over the number 
of pseudotexts produced by any of. these four method~. 

·-···· ........ --

For reference purposes, the left side of the table also lists the languages 
of the keytext; the respective run numbers were also sho\-ln in Table 1. The 
first fourteen lines of the table show individual re~Ults for each text; 
later segments of the table provide information on certain averages. For 
example, line 1 of Table 3, referenced against .Table 1 ca~ be partially 
interpreted as follows: Run 1 against Beale Cypher 1 with the Latin Pre
amble to John 1 s version of the Magna Carta, as listed in the Encyclopaedia 
Britannica produced eleven pseudotexts by Method I with an average Chi
Square deviation from standard Egnlish l~ttcr frequencies of 346. Method 
II with an average over three pseudotexts yielded a Chi-Square value of 698. 
The same document yielded 21 poeudotexts for Method III with a Chi-Square 
average.of 175.A_Chi-Square of 177 was finally obtained by Method IV for 
five pseudotexts. 

Later segments of this table provide further averages on these Chi-Square 
values. AV 1-3 takes care of Latin versions of the Magna Carta with pre
amble. These averages are readily cornp~red with Line 4 where we have a 
Latin text with the p~earnble omitted. AV 5-7 p=ovides information about 
English versions of the Hagna Carta including its p:-eamble, while AV 8-12 
sur.~arizes renults obtained for Engli~h versions under omission of the 
preamble. In this eegmant of Table 3, AV 13-14 summarizes re~ults obtained 
from other English.teAts, namely Beale's versior. of the Declaration of 
Independence end a modern English text; both of thcoe textn were ·chosen on 
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d 
I' TABLE 3 .,, 

:II ·cHI-SQUARE SIGNIFICANCE TESTS ON LETTER FREQUENCIES FOR FOUR DECODING METHODS 
.. I Ill Llln- Beale Cieher No. 1 Beale CI2her No. 2 Beale CX~her No. 3 Poisson Random Data 

1.!.!!! gunge 1 11 !!! IV 1 II Ill IV 1 11 Ill IV 1 11 111 1\ ! i -i I 
1 L* 346 698 175 177 555 1082 374 308 487 970 248 249 252 451 151 . 12 
2 L* 380 775 173 142 590 1213 372 348 519 1015 237 240 321 646 145 1!: 
3 'L* 362 658 192 150 617 1154 368 366 . 571 946 248 245 333 498 153 H 
4 L 721 587 165 171 1329 905 299 449 : 951 826 193 182 564 558 14~ 1~ 

I . 
.5 E* 370 479 128 103 676 868 302 190 545 724 193 146 285 348 93 f 

6 E* 368 511 99'· 104 634 757 266 210 525 659 145 148 349 416 71 c 
~ 

.II 
• 461 532 . 126 118 810 997 297 209 614 872 192 180 405 496. 88 E 7 E* 

ill 8 'E 289 439 71~ 61 461 719 160· 172 341 529 io6 91 270 365 65. 5 

"'i 
9 K 338 448 81 77 644 804 172 195 491 571 113 93 302 395 71 6 

10 .E 269 360 79 68 '•65 561 . ~llO 138 368 507 120 lOS 278 360 67 6 .II 11 E • 367 365 74 62 725 667 165 183 549 464 92 84 310 329 55 4 !jl 12 E 31•6 356 75 62 730 609 .166 184 539 449 93 82 301 278 54 4 I! 

II 13 E 355 3'•7 54 62 514** 624 147 147 "462 410 71 68 278 315 50 5 
J4 E 305 236 61 '•S 532 464 166 149 '•16 308 92 84 286' 248 43 '-4 

I I . 
I I . I 

1-3 AV · 363 710 180 156 587. 1150 371 347 526 977 2M• 245 302 532 150 14 I 5-7 AV 400 507 118 108 707 874 288 203 561 752 177 158 31~6 420 84. 7 
I 

I 8-12 AV 322 394 17 66 605 672 171 174 456 504 105 91 292 345 62 5 

~II 13-11• AV j30 292 58 54 523*. 544 156 148 439 403 82 76 . 282 282 46 5 

1-4 AV 45~ 680 176 160 773 1088 353 372 632 939 232 229 3~8 538 149 14 1
11 ,,1 .5-12 AV 347 407 8.5 76 619 707 203 178 485 558 122 108 306 355 66 5 

"' i il 1-14 AV 377 48.5 111 '100 663** 816 246 233 527 . 667 153 143 '324 407 90 6 I' 
II 
I= 

11111 Noto:::: * With Preamble 
2 

II1U 
"'* Known Solution in ~hie Group with X ~73 

'IIi I' I ! i! 
~,! '· 
lil,i il!i n!i m 1 m1 m11m iii I !!i!li !lim i!lmn IDilllllillllii 111 111 iillllililll 11 ll!lllllllillilllllllilll!illlll ·lllllllllllllllllmilllllllfllmommlmiDllilllllllrlllllllllllllllilllll! lllllllillllllllllll!lllllllllr 
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·-· purpose to provide a basis for further benchma.rl~:s. rt __ 

.. 

All Latin basic texts are averaged once more under AV 1-4 wh~le all English~~~i.i -~ 
texts are averaged out. under. AV 5-12. The last line. of this table provides·-:· -: . 
a grand average of al~ obs~rved Chi-Square values. While there may be somef~==
question about normalization of the results of these Chi-~qus.re tests ~~ : 
betwee~ various keytexts, i.e., reading Table 3 from ~eft to right, verti- ~ .. -~~ . 
cal comparisons can always be made w_ithout intrqducing any correction fac• e:::··.:.. 
tors. Statistically speaking, this correction fa~tor.would involve divisio~==~ 
by the number of actual (e.g., not blank) data points in"each cypher. A si~~==. 
lar problem of normalization arises between methods. :--- -

t:= 
~=:::. -

Even a cursory examination of Table 3 reveals at once striking differences g=·= 
between Latin and English texts, Av 1-4 and AV 5-12, respectively • ln all f.::.-: -
cases, Latin texts produce significantly poorer letter frequencies in the Z:::: . 
pseudotexts. It turns out that the derived letter frequencies are equally ~ ~ 
poor with or without the preamble. Therefore, we can conclude with a very ~;: 
high degree of confidence that the keyte~:t was not Latin. In itself, this s: ___ , 
answers one of our earlier questions and · contributas comewhat to the infer- ~::::: -
ential knowledge we now possess about the Beale Cyphers. ~~~= 

£:--

Now we shall turn to a comparison of methods. Btlsically, l-Sethods I and 11 mt~~
refer to word-counts while !!rand IV refer to letter-counts. Let us first ~~~ 
:rule out Method l1 which uses last letters of nu1nberod words. Not sbo>m in~~~ 
this table are results obtained for second-last, third-last, etc. letters ~~=· 
but they exhibit a like pattern. With few exceptions. Method II produces ~=~ 
consistently results which are significantly l-lOl."Se than Hethod 1, allowing ~~~:::.. .. 
us to discontinue any further consideration of Hethod l.I. ::.=::.. 

Now, there remain the original Beale word-counting Method 1 and two letter
counting l-lethods 1~1 and IV, t-7ithout or with spaces between the words 
counted. As a benchmark, we have a Chi-Square level of 73 for the knot-m 
solut-ion to Beale Cypher 2, as indicated in a footnote to the table. We 
also have a benchmark from line 14 Yhich · i~troduce:s, on purpose, a keytext 
which could not possibly have been kno~m to Mr. BfJe.le. Focussing our 
attention on Av 5-12 for sll English Hagna Carta Texts, l'1e find that 
Method 1 over Method Ill provides a 3.05 reduction in Chi-Square averages 
which is due to the change in n~~ber of observable data elements, for Beale 
Cypher 2. Howe\'er, for Bl and B3 comparable reductions of 4.09 and 3. 97 
are obtained, while the PS random da~a yield a ratio of 4.64. Significant 
changes in respec.tive ratios are observed for }.V 1-14, but not for AV l-4 
and some others. Thus we have detected a structural difference between Bl 
and B3 on the one hand and B2 on the other. This difference is both lan
guage and data dependent. Using the random data PS as a benchmark, we 
find thet Bl and B3 differ significantly from the expected reduction level. 
This conviction ·is further enhanced if we lool~ at cornpsrable values for 
AV 13-14 which contains two English texts but not the Megna Carta. There
fore, we now look only at line 13 and find that B2 reduces by 3.5 while Bl 
and B3 reduce by 6.58 and 6.50 renpectivcly, llhile the random data PS yield 
only a coefficient of 5.55. This is the desired clue: For at least one 
document (Beale's version of the Declaration of Independence) Method III 
produces significantli better letter frequencies (alboit still garbled in 

.. 
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the pseudotext) than expected, for Beale Cyphers Bl and B3, by comparison 
with Method II for B2. 

A similar analysis of Method IY.does not yield the same kind of significant 
change in comparisons between the random data PS and B2 versus Bl and B3. 
This observation rules out Method IV which we had only included for the 
sake of completeness. When setting up our programs we had never assumed 
that the eyphers' author would go to all the trouble of-counting letters 
and spaces and/or punctuation marks. Such techniques have onlf recently 
assumed a dominant position because electronic data processing devices. can 
handle such chores more efficiently than man. 

7. Conclusions 

The solutions to Beale Cyphers 1 and 3 ha\•e remained undiscovered despite 
time and the tenacity of many analysts. We ~ould certainly have gone into 
deep shock if one of our CR\~T! runs had come out in cleartext and provided 
us with the geographical coordinates of the alleged treasure! In fact, had 
such been the case it is doubtful that this paper would have been written. 
Rather, the entire group responsible for this project would have shouldered 
pick and shovel and taken off for the Virg'inia hills. Nevertheless, the 
results obtained from this simulation study have contributed greatly to a 
better understanding of these cyphers and produced what we consid~r signifi· 
cant r_esults. 

By way of. summarizing our findings, the foll9wing are statements of facts, 
as of this date: 

(i) Beale Cyphers 1 and 3 are t1for real. tl·- Tliey are not random 
doodles but do contain intelligence and messages of some 
sor-t. Further attempts at deco~ing are indeed warranted. 

(ii) The method used for encoding cyphers 1 and 3 is similar 
to that used for cypher 2. It is very probable that a 

---·- letter-counting, rather than a word-counting method was 
used. If it was indeed a letter-count, then spaces bet
ween letters and punctuation marks were not included in 
the count. 

(iii) The basic text used ~or encod!ng cyphers 1 and 3 is not 
Latin. _There is enough evidence 'to assume "it was Enslish. 
Other~anguages have not been subjected to the type analysis 
indicated here. 

Thus we return to the drawing boa~d, as it were, hoping that sooner or 
later someone will find the right·text(s) with which to decode Beale 
Cyphers 1 and 3. Ye doubt very much that it \-:as the Magna Carta (English 
version) as ~uggested by our Fennsylvania visitor. Others before us have 
already ruled o~t the Declaration of Independence. However, with the help 
of"our Univac 1108 CRYPT! prog~ams it should be a simple matter to estab
lish a systematic procedure and to test routinely any and ell doc~~ents· 
of relevance. If and w~en the mystery is fine1ly resolved, we ~~Y have to 
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eat much crow in view of the statements made above. Much time bas el~psed 
since Beale buried his treasure and many people must·have passed THE.spot • 
It is quite likely that upon locating the vault it ~7111 be found empty. 
Whether located accidentally or by breaking the code, the first successful 
treasure hunter is not. likely to reveal his find. It is only the second 
successful treasure huntur that will surface and cause a great deal ·of dis
app~intment ••• except in the circles of professional cryptanalystsJ 

.: 
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to.-Car1 lia.c:r.er 
Wash:i%lgton, D. C.· 

-- I)[PARtOC[HT: 

G. E. J-:~llen 
.. 

St. Paul - 3 October 1967 

Nike Syste::!l.s Division 

~~~~: 

ti~k - ~:::;""""' 

g~~,:;~;:.;._ 

CAROON$: SUBJCCT: BEALE CIPliER 

. ~·-

Thank·you for your prompt re~ly to ~ re~uest for· a copy bf your Be~le 

papers. I have not yet· had the opport~~ity to look at the cipher in' 

detail 1 but here are a rew first impressions • 

1. Since the right margin· of the Argosy t~xt is not justifie~ and t?ere 

are other typographical irreg-llla:ri ties 1 is there some significance in . 
I 

the layout of the nUI:lbers? I will send to Roa.."loke for photostat~ of 

the originals; this is the only wny to judge. (I will copy you on 
. ~ .. 

these.) 

2.· Reduction modulo 26, sea~ching for cyclic additives, etc., see~ too 

sophisticated in _light of the .alleged circumstances or ti~e, place, 

and writer. Ini tial.ly, I think I 'Will assume the same general system 

of Message·2, the same conclusion you reaChed in your correspondence 

with Kahn • 
.·- . ·. 

3. Intuition is not al\...ays bad. Ucte the o-perdng sequence: 

71 194 38 1701 76 11 

and assume the opening text: 

E v ·A u L T 
•• -; .. "1.• ·-

Then 1 on a printed· page con te.ining 200 words, the eh-pected number of 

words having these letters as initials are, respectivel7: 

36.26 9.5 5.54. 0.82 24.72 2.82 2.48 36.26 

'--""'"'"--
r:::·:~-~~-:= 

........... .;...::
;:=~""""""'"" .-

~~~~~K~ 

Thus, all letters except 11V11 are reasonably likely to occ'Ul" on the firs-Eii2:: 
u•••••---
···-~=,.,.-, 

page I and the jump. to Serial 1701 ~y pc:::haps result :£rO:Il a _ra..'ldO::l sears~~~~· 
........... 

of the next 10 page:3; 

2 2 SEP 1970 .. 
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.. 
Carl Hammer -2- . G. E. Mellen 

. . . 
One r::A"f assume that the"ke1 teXt is at least 2911 words long. 

This may be misleading in that t.."le author ma1 have ntu:roered only 

Also, a man looking·· ten years ahead would not likelY' use the current 
' 

Farmer's .Al.manac. Un.fortu.."'lately, in Virginia, he might well use! a 
! 

classic Greek or Latin text under the assumption that Homer wo~d 

alwys be Homer. The nl::lber of vario:-u::~ editions of the classics· 
I 

I 
clear 

rules out practical solution if this ~~s indeed the case. · . . 
5. -Based on the ·dpstrib\\tio:t of the n'Ulilbers, m:r bunch is that the 

i 

.... - ·.was hTitt~n out, and then a .few letters here ~~d t..~ere were enciphered 
I 

.from the same page or a previously numbered key. If this supposition 
i 

is true, it is not impossible that the. typography or the key terl can 
I 

--be reconstiUcted from assumptions of type size, leading, line width, 

.fon~s, and set ~~dths. This in turn may lead us to a study of early 

19th centur-.r Virginia printers--but this is far in the future. 

6. '\o1hat size truck do you think Ye 'Will need? 

..... , 
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15 Hay 1970 

HEl·lORANDUH r15 

11The Beale Cvoher11 bv Carl Hemmer 

Coincidence or not - th~ .. Beale Cypher Study Cotr.n:ittee held its second and 
very productive meeting on the day o:f the solar eclipse, 7 1-:s.rch 1970. 
Ihanks to the enthusiastic participation of all present, we were able to 
shed a considerable amount of light on the subject and were in no way de
tracted by celestial phenomena or gastronomical indulgences. This is by 
way of thanking all those who attended for th:ir continued interest end 
contributions. Some day soon we Yill indeed get to the bottom o: this 
mystery if not the bottom of the "excavation or vault six :feet below :be 
surface of the ground" \-lhere l'JB allegedly deposited his fabulous tree-.s\.i'!·r: • 

. The Cgmmittee has .grown beyond all ex::-ectatit~ns e.nd there appears the ne2d 
for continuing our past reeord of docurnentaticn and co~solidation. There
fore, we- are mailing out .to all members on our list (and a fa~,· t-:hose nam.: 
will be ad.ded shortly) t:he ~o! l ct· .. i::g ::!~cum en~ s: 

(1) Hinutes of the second cot&:mittee meeting, prepared impeccably 
and diligently by Dr. David L. Dobbi~s. 

(2) Committee Hembership List of Hay 197C. 

(3) .Reprint·of 11True Treasure, 11 Sept:embe:-.'October 1968. 

(4) Reprint of "Saga," Harch 1970. 

(5) Copy of "CRYPT" Prograi:l Listing and Output • 

. -
(6) Copy of the last slide of my· Bee.la Paper presentatic·n: "l was 

only kiddirig.n 

Our archives have also been S\-1elled throur;h the .t.dclition of th£. fo\.lot,•ing 
documents:; copies should be requested frc:n the respec::ive autho.:-s (sho\."n in 
parentheses and o~ the Committee :-1erno:rship List):. 

-··---------·-·--r:.::= t:::::::::: 
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(a)· Tom Beale's Cave of Gold, CLH!AX:O!.erazine, June 19.58 (Bob Willis;'.ls;~::.=.= 
a few copies also available fro:;\ th~s writer Utltil .supply o;..:hich cob ~HJ!H§ 
so kindly sent me is exhausted). ~~:~~ 
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On the;, i'i:-st of th:::::;a t:-ips, t~c p:::.rty is repo:·tcd to l':'·vc c!o
p~rted St. Louis on ,9 :!c!~t iS1'i' 1·e;~c:h!.zo:~ Ssn·~a -s'c ab:.ut tf.a f'i:.-::;·::, C.~y 
of Dacc~'bcr vba:-e they put up fo:- tho \·Ji:i.t.o::.". 2·!ajo:- t:.~ips 'l.o.'i th ?.~:::.~-y 
\::l[;O!'lS \:C:'C ro.r;e!'t£:dly :-~da r~c~:: S:!.::t:L !='3 to St. l-o-_:is ~:l~O Vi:-g!::.ir:. 
and rot-..::-n ciu:-i::g th~ Su=;~er of" '"tB"i9 ~::.C. t.:~~ ~:;:.11 c! "ie2'1. I:' vcz-:.i'ieC., 
tbe ~ale ?a:-ty ~ould be ~ong tha ve~y !iTDt to ~sG t~a cld t~~il. 

Does yo'l:l" bae1:Zl"'ou~d. file c~:'l~i:l ro:'.:::-e::c:es to '?ho:::t.s Jc::i'i'r;r~o':l. 
... BG=alG c::d his hU!l't,i::g pa:rty ncti vi tie~? In p~r·~ie~:L:-, ! ~ i::-;a:-6:;-:£d 

in copies of letters to, f'ro:J, a::.d. abct:.t 1·::0. ?.ob~l-t ~·!c.r:-iss c:' L:;r-c~':.u:-~, 
~r~::··ginia \:ho '\rte.s calieved. to bo a c:c:;o · ~::.cr.d of E~z.le c:.:;=. his p::.:-t:r • 

.. ,.,. 

.t.lso, I a:l interested in the r.c.=.os oi' ot.h~:-s in 'th3 E~t.lo p::t:-ty • 

--
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11.1'. N elso.n- I 
1 

d.h· ~ish I mip;ht se:;d vo\.0 exe.r:~lv. the !n!"o;-:::'\t!.O!'l vcu ~~f.--:~-:;_ 

... . 
\-1 sA ut unt'ortun=.tel~r I !:F.ve nothing o:l Tho:tas .. 7. 3 eala ·::::::::::.; 
beyond the t.act thE~t !:.e ·vt~s a so:1 of Richa~d. Eu~tace 3aa.le. ~~~~~~;g 

~lost or th1 s far.1i ly C a :a 
Mrs. Julia Beale Re~aker 
who l·I~S a .n1ece o: .. t!'.is 
~tP.od tor·J~:terAon. 

It '\oiOV.ld be 
!!" :vou have 

in -.;e :r-P. s ti ::g 
~he "".;ir.le i:o 

w~s or!gin~lly sent to =e by 
0 _ .. T exo\n,..-o~ v,, {c.· ,_9,?. ', 

.&. a.l ·--"!;" •• , ~- ., ') 
~an. I do not even J .. 
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. ~==== . ······--·· to thP. ,.-e RUl t or ,-e s e ::. ~.:::. if::.~~~~~ 
······-··-··::::::::::: -so adv!.se 

.,., Good luc..\c 't:o vou 1 1 · :::~:::.~~~ 
"- . Ut!J.•: . - ·-·-······ 

•' ;r ..A.,(JJ.A) {...tl'~ (". .,...~_ l~\\~~~ 
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A:linr,to~, Virginia 22207 
11 Dace~ber 1968 

t . . . ..._. .. - .. 1 .~ .. --..,a~.::,.,,~ 
I ~~;~ 
I !-;,~=~-;_ 

Daar Dr~ P.n::mer: ·----------.r~~~ 
This by \.'S.Y or bringing you to date on my activities relating to" Tho=s Je~forson ··--· 

Beale \lill ans'Wer so::ne of ll.r. F.a.:&:::~oll' a questions put in his fine letter of 31 Oct. ~~~::_ 
~ The tirr.e a\"ailable for .m~ vork has been lilt.i ted to study ot ~terials that bavo cc=:~~~i~ 

to :tile via the Virginia State Library. I h.!!.ve not ho.d the time necessary to \IO:rk on the ~~:~~ 
r.a.p problec posed by- !Wr.:nell. · I ~y !"ir.:i tir"..:a for a visit to the Library or Congress !=~; 
shortly after the first or the year. I r..s.va given a vory c~ref'ul reading to the L~ch- 1::;:,. 

·. - burg, Vo.. Preas as !"o~lo-...-s: . -~~~~: 
•· · l'.a.y 1809 Yith breaks to 26 Deee::.l:-ar 1816, !':.:;;· 

21 Feb:-uary_ 1817 to 24 .April 1818, -~~?;: 
21 September 1818 to 30 September 1819, i~I~~ 
13 ·tlovembar 1819 to 3 October 1820, aod, ~;;.:;: 

. 20 April 1 821 to 5 April 1 822. ~;,_ 
A cheek or the Hart Papers \Till sho'W tr..at the above perio-ds coincide 'With: 

---~ .... 

Organization of the 'Beale··Party ca. April 1817, 
The first gold ship:ent ca Dece:b3r 1819, 
Beale 1 s three tlonth visit with Horriss ce. Je.nua:-y 1820, 
'l'he secood gold ship:Iient ca Fall 1821, an1, 
Be.ale 1s last visit vith Morriss in Jsnuar,r 1S22. 

In addition to a general search or these files, the !'h·a periods or special i:1tareot h.s.·~·~~i·;; 
been checked by t\.-·o detailed rend.ings of the ns\-:spapor. 

This study clearly eor..firns Rob3rt 1·~orriss' :financial plight resulting :fro:n his -·-· 
speculation beginning ca l~ove~ber 1818(t"he Lynchburg Coz;lodity l·arket listed tobacco ···-
bid 12 dol::.., asked 17 dols.). Apparently Robart l~orriss e:>:ecuted deeds of trust for ~:;.:: 
loans OO.sed on about 10,0:>0 acres of' Virgi!'lia tobacco la.::-:C., on e.ll or his Lynchbu:-g ~::; 

. pr~pa~·ty, and on his personal holtS, · money frc~ \thich ~lleg~cly \.'as used in the tobacco_ ~~~: 
:futu·,·-::~ ,.,_i·ket. His \life Sarah \.'as a party tv the ·dee~s. By 8 April 1819, t.he Lynchbur····· 

~ t:a.rket prices on new tobacco \Jere 6 dols ·bid ·e.:ld 9-} dole esked, a.t·lee.st tl"-..at is the ,_,~Y'.~' 
I read their l:arket reports. Thus, l·~rriss had quite a parcel of high p:-ico con~racts b 

. for tobacco to ~.aka good. 'l'ha paper reported th~t t'".any Virginians h.2.d lost out in such ~F 
speculation. From here on the record cle~~ly sho~s a series of foreclos~e sales on all~t 
of l'.:>rriss 1 land holdings ending up \lith sale or a. Lynchburg hous\!1_, personal property, ~~f 
and slaves on 29 April 1820. It is interesting tr..at. had l·~r:riss ca:-erully c'\~aluatcd re-f~~ 
port3 on the European tobacco :carket Yhich app-3~::ed in the Lynchburg P:-ess during Sept./~~: 
October 1818, he might have avoided his losses. At any rate, this cleerly conrir~s the f 
story ths.t ve b.!lve. !'rom the Ward papers about Y.orriss 1 fir..ancie.l proble::s.. ~~~ 

t;= 

Robert l-1orriss advertised his busiDess activities. At ng, t.i::e thro~gh 5 April 1822~~ 
during the pariods cited in the Beale letters &nd in the P.a:-t papers is there an &dver- ~ 
tisa::ent by l>~o:-ri ss concerning _ __!!.. hotel busine ES in 'L)-nchb~a. Thoro vere t:r:.ny hotel ar.df:: 
't-avern nds 'by other owners(A"-l~. Hoyle o"'..-r.ed. the Fran7.1in)• At no tin::o \."8.S tha:-a :~:cnt.ior 
·or a "'to:ashington Hotel". Thus, ono :ay take Beale's vords literaily(9~·:.ay 1822 letter), 
·nEver since leaving~ co~crtable quarters at )~Ur house • ~ • "• Beale :~:ay r~ve beeu 
a guest in l'.orriss • hoz-1e in 1822 as \:ell as ca. January i 820. 

. . 
I h~ve found no reference to a Tho:as Eas.le in tbe Lynchburg Preos duri~g tha pario_ 

. or interest or othervise. Possibly beeat.u:e thl.s ..:as a pel.-ioe 'When dueling \:as still in : 
vogue, all letters to the editor typ3 corr~spo:de:1ce vas si~ee i~ p.set::ior.::-:l.. &c~u::;a ~ 
context, I e.:n fairly certain th!:.t Rob!rt :-:o:-riss us6t: n?-..tblicolc." on his la\.ters. \-!'h:!.le; 
:c.any lottern !'ro:.t and t.bout Hissol:ri Territory vero ?-12b!ished. in the Lynchb-.::-g P::-~ss, 1:0; 

~==--can ba tied to T. J. P..ca.lo. Bacat:.~e so ::.a.n:r of the Beale Pa::·ty cai:e i'ro:il aro~rrd P.ie~
::::.::=~o=, I .ho:>e to check those ps.pers !or the ss:.e peri~&. 

~· .. .... ·:: 
., I) C'::: 10?t" 
.. IJ ..: ••• ... •• :.J 
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l·:Y next-objective is a. ::nn··.rey or !~ation!.l A~chivea .fi~.e:; on the :>~pa:-tme:'lt of St.:!to 
ncr~l ccr~esponde~ca for the period April 1S16 through Dcce~:e~ 1823. Zhis r~te:-ial 
in r~icrofi1c at the !~ational Arc!:ives. I!' ?.~ale h:i.d an ofi'ic;.al c:;sign.-:ent, so:.::: tip 
·~~should appca:- in thesG records. Also, I p~an a-look at the :-ecords ar.~ o~er~ for 
z~~ry convoy assig~ents West froc St. Louis for the period of interest. Fur:he~, I 
in process of ~thcring inforcntion on the ?la~ters Hotel in St. Louis(nccoTCl~g to 

s..le's letters, he lived at. this. Hotel); a.r~, eve:lt\!ally, I hope to have a look e.~ the 
• Louis pc.~rs for the period ~r intc:-cst. 

i 

·As is cles.:rly evident, nothing he.s baen &deed to our kr:ovlc~ge ·about the ".rcry elusiv~ 
)~s Joffereon Beale. Tr.e attached copy or :y letter -to Prances Baal Smith Hodges ar~ 
~ reply vill shov thst she too has no additicc~l info~~tion o~ TJE._ Hope~lly, the 
3ults =ay be better as th~ study progrdsses. ~~~tover the ·o~tco:a, I ri~~ tbis rcadi~g 
'jeet' to be absol~t~ly tasci~ting, I have given very little t~-e to cyphcr anslysis 
a result. · 

R. A. P;.~~ell, ACA, 
19S Richey lvenue, 
West Colliogs~~od1 N. J. 
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Carl ~·;alson 
11 ~occ~ber 19oS 
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DOGJD: 65§i7A~~YPHEi STUDY COliMITTEE 

The second meeting of the Beale Cypher Study Committee(B~SC) 
was called to order by Dr. Carl Hammer, Chairman BCSC, at 9:10 A~I 
7 March 1970. The meeting \\'as held in Dr. Hammer's office in 
·the Univac Building on Wisconsin Avenue in Washington, D. C. 
Me.mbers and guest attending were: 

Dr. Carl Hammer 
Dr. David L. Dobbins 
Mr. Fred Chesson 
:Mr.- Ken Fawcett 
~~. Fred Steffens 
l.ll-. Carl Nelson 
:Mr. Frank Speh 
Mr • .B.obert ·A. Hamme 11 
Mr. Wi.lliam Dansie 
Mr. Ralph Berger . 
Mr. Robert E. Caldwell 
~~. Robert N. Williams 
Mrs. Agnes Williams 

(1) Original Committee Members 
(2) Present Duri11g Meeting Of 9/12/68 
(3) Committee Chairman 

(1), .(2), (3) 
.: (1)' (2)' (4) 

{1)' (2) 

(1),_ (2) 

(1)' (2) 

{4)- Committee Secre:tary During Meeting Of 3/12/70 

After· much persuasion , Dr. Dobbins agreed to act as 
r~tary of the 7 March 1970 Bqsc meeting . 

............. 
. Dr. Hammer passed around his collection of correspondence 

received during the past year. A few of the letters were amusing 
and one in particular "demonstrated" to the members the useless
ness of continued work since a genius from Mass. had already 
solved the cypher • 

. .. 
DISCUSSION 

· Dr. !:'\mmer began the discussion with po1·tions of his last 
memo to members being considered, in particular, the computer 
work. He reported that to date he must have used 100 hours on 
the Univac 1108. He has used 3000 lags in the Declaration of 
Independence (DOI) out of a possible of .some 6000 letters to 
determine a start·i-rig place without succe·ss. He ·plans to continue 
this work out to the end of the DOI. · 

Dr. Hammer stated that to his knowledge he was the only 
one to date in the BCSC to cake money on the cypher--he was 

.awarded.the $500 prize at the.recent ACA meeting in Florida. 

In some of the programs run by Dr. Hammer since the Florida 
meeting he has shown that the Chi Square for all three of the 
BC's was reduced going from word count to letter c6unt in the 
DOI. He reported: however, that the Chi Sqtutre was red.uced ·. . 

'. 
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(b) rroba.ble letter substitutions for cyphers 1 and 3; while in them
selves inconclusive, these represent good efforts and should be 
looked at (Robert Caldwell). 

(c)· 

(d) 

Miscellaneous ~tems.of Interest; a list of eleven historical 
events and some bibliographic references (Robert Williams). 

, I 

Lynchburg and its neighbors (3 pages); The Genealogy of the Beale 
Family (3 pages); Thomas Beale & Celeste.Grand Pierre (1 page); 
Colonial Families (2 pages)·; Colliers Maga~ine of 19 Harch 1927 
(1 page); five synoptic reviews of books an·d artfcles, chuck-full 
of interesting and relevant information (Robert Hammell). 

(e) Historical and Analytical Studies (21 pages); Beale Cypher Test 
Key (10 pages); two studies of substcnce which the author 
distributed (wifb a caveat) by mail to earlier commi'ttee members 
(Carl W. Nelson). 

Communications received since our 7 March meeting include letters or notes 
from the following: 

(i) Stan Czarnowski - Sorry about your car breaking down. Hope you 
have recovered fully and can resume digging for the Beale Treasure 
soon. 

(ii) Koshka - Use your o~~ judgment in the use of our TJB materials for 
ACA. 

(iii) Carl E. Kesler - Your very encouraging note was read with interest 
by all \7ho attended the last meeting; by all means let us know 

. who "cracked 11 the cypher and we can then "bury" this Committee 
where the treasure was ••• 

I '·-···-· .;,_;::; 
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(iv) G. E. Mellen - Beale might have numbered his letters (or words) 
-multiples of five only, thus the noted preference for moduli 5, 
15,. etc:. This writer experienced similar problems in his O\om 

simulation efforts. 

in =-~=:-:-, 

10, ~{{~~~ 
=-..::::=-

~~~;~ 
Last but not least, 1 want to say thanks to R. tl." Hilliams for his loan to ~:=:::=

. us of True Treasure and Saga. With his help we have enriched our archives f:::.-::== 
F.:::.:~ :and also those of the committee members. ·"I am sure that all of us are r::::::::::: 

grateful for the continued cooperation that so many. have given to our efforts~;~:~ 

Happy solving to all and best Yishes for a successful summer! 

Sincerely, 

Carl Hammer, Ph.D. 
Director 
Computer Sciences 
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.. 
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' much more £or cyphers #1 and #3 than for #2,· thus strongly 
i~plying to him that ~yphers #1 ~nd #3 are coded on letter 
count rather than wor~ count as is cypher #2. Mr. Fawcett· gave 
reasons at this point fo~ his thinking that cyphers #1 and #3 
were based on the ·same me~{~d-of coding--word count. . . 

HISTORICAL 
After returning from a short break, Mr. N:elsgn began his 

discussion of the papers he nad'mailed to the members s~veral 
weeks prior to the meeting. He stated that the. propr·ietary · 
notice placed on the papers was to be ta!ten as "use the material 
at your own risk of being incorrect". He suggeste.d that a 
person wishing to use the material should give him a call. 

~~. Nelson stated that he had proof that Dr. John Hamilton 
Robinson was working £or Pres. Monroe--Monroe sent a letter in 
which he·fired Robinson. Robinson is one of the possible 
candidates for TJB. He still thinks that TJB used a pseudonym. 
Mr. Nelson is still looking through the imcoming and outgoing 
Dept of State mail files. He stated that the military record 
sources are practically unproductive due to the f9rst military 
orders for men in the area of Sante Fe were not until 1829. 
He is continuing to check papers from Shawnee Town, Misso~ri-
the logical crossing poin.t "for TJB' s party. · Mr. Nelson stated 
that the Catholic Church kept good records of help given to u. s. 
citizens of .the early 1800's .. He plans ~o search these files 
that. are presently held by LC. 

Mr. Nelson suggested that we give considcr·a-tion to Wards 
writings and also Thomas Jefferson's papers on Univ. of Virginia. 
He also suggested.we search records of the following places 
for the passing of the Beale party: · 

a) Charleston, W. Virginia 
b) Huntington, \\'. Virginia 
c) Louisville, Kentucky 
d) Morganfield, Kentucky 
e) Shawnee Town, Illinois 

He plans to check the Columbia H_erald f:t'om Franklin, Missouri 
for the mention of Be~le's party. ~ · 

--· 

The next speaker on. the program was :Mr. Frank Speh. He 
sugge~ted the group take ~ trip to the area where Beale supposedly 
buried his treasure. No action was taken on this suggestion. 

· Mr. Speh thinks th~ first few words of cyph~r # 1 are: 

"To find cache go to ridge east of·gap---" 
' 

(2) .. 
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,and that the last word is: 
~ •· 
' "---rocks". 

Next, Mr. Fawcett discussed positions of cypher #1 that 
he thinks are most vuln~rable to trial substitution. The main 
position is possibly at 359 and 464. 

Next, Mr. Hammell discussed some of tne Beale history 
in terms of genealogy studies h'e had performed. A c~py of .his 
works is included with this package. 

Next we launched into a facetious discussion of how to get 
the gold out once we break the code. Any ~uggestions? No 
action was taken! 

COl\"TINUATION OF WORK 
We next discussed work for the coming year. The following 

items were discussed: 

a) Continue historical studies--hlr. Nelson would 
.be focal point for this. 

. -

b) Dr. Hammer plans to. write a prog1:.am to substitute 
words and phrases into cyphers .and have output presented 
on scope face in his office. This program will be of the 
real-time inte-ractive type--person. sits in front of scope 
face, assigns a word and appropriate letters are displayed 
at candidate locatioris; words can also be shifted. This 
program should be finished by mid-summel· ....... -.. 

c) Continue using·key text to try to decode cyphers. 
Refer to Dr. Hammers last communication to find what has 
been tried already. 

d) No one in the group present had e''er seen anything 
on the Beale cypher except for that material sent out by 
the Ric\lmond Library and certain magazine nrt.icles. Some
one· should try to see the original"material if possible, 
or the ea~liest transcription; 

~~TERIAL TO BE REPRODUCED 
Certain material was left with Dr1 Hammer to be copied 

and distributed~ If anyone has material he thinks important 
. to the group, he should se11d it to Dr. Hammer to be .copied. 

The meet5.ng was adjourned at about 1:15 pm ~or eclipse 
watching. 

After watching the eclipse, several members of the group 
had luncn together up the street from the Univac Building. At 
lunch Dr. Hanuner made a suggestion which sounds wo1·th further 
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·.consideration. His suggestion was· to form a Beale Cypher Study 
·Committee Corporation. Such a corporation would cost the members 
only a small su~ (probably less than $10.00) 1 and would be 
beneficial in many respects such as,travel and expenses related 
to corporation related.work. The main benefit to most of us 
would be in the areas of tax deductible expenses. I would 
encourage the members to give much considerat"on to this point. 

. ' . 

These minutes ~re respectfully submi~~~~~ 

vid Ll Dobbins 

---

.. 
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BOW DID 'r.JB ENCODE BZ? 

Carl Hammer 

[Originally presented at .Beale Cyphe~ Symposium, Washington, DC, lS April 1972] 
In the context of this study, it is quite immaterial Vhether the Beale Cyphers 
are a hoax or not. The question of authorship and authenticity of the three 
cyphers is properly the subject of &llOther investigation. Bere ve are con-
cerned only vith the question how B2 W&S encoded since both cleartext · 
( B2C • "I BAVE DEPOSI'!ED.;. ") and keytext (DOl • Declaration of Indepenence, 
Beale Version) are knovn to us. 

Havins decided on this particular method of encoding the (.B2C) cleartext by 
using first letters of numbered vords in the keytext (DOI) , how vould a 
schooled cryptographer proceed? '!he &ri~wer depends Oil SUCO factors as the 
desired coding efficiency, t±me available, and support materials at band. 
Given much time and ample quantities of paper and pencils, an expert cryppie 
may want to begin by making a complete list of all available keytext letters 
so that he can develop a cypher vitb a maximum number of degrees of freedom. 
For example, B2C requires 42 A's but DOI can furnish 167 words starting vith 
that letter. 'rherefore, our cryptographer could encode every letter A in B2C 
with a different number. In fact, he can make his selection in many permuta
tive ways. On the other hand, the DOl has only two V's but to encode B2C ve 
need eishteen of them; at best, ve must use each V in DOI nine times. Finally, 
as is well knovn, there are no X's and Y's available in the DOl and our cryp
tographer must make some provisions to cope with this deficiency. 

'!BJ, or whoever authored the three cyphers, bas given us a clue what to do 
about the last question by encoding X • 994 ("Sexes") and Y • 822 ("Fundamen
tally"). We observe casually that a better pun for the latter choice vould 
r,.·.rt '• ... f\n the word "by" which occurs sufficiently often at the thirteen posi
t:· • •. :..~bers 90, 221, 577, 682, 706, 755, 852, 957, 1020, 1030, 1069, 1106, 
and 1198. Naturally, ve vould not want to use these elements for B but that 
vould not cause any problems; DOl provides us with 48 B-elements but B2C re
quires only twelve of them. 'rhus, ve would still have an abundance of B'a, 
even if we vere to use up nine of them for the punned Y's. 

Evidently, the author of !2 vas not at all that clever. Additionally, be 
chose ~ost of his substitutions from the lover numbered elements and repeated 
them rather unnecessarily. For example, instead of using a differently num
bered element for each occurrence of the letter A, be chose a subset of 15 
from the whole set of 167 available elements, repeating some of them as often 
as five times. An analysis of the code elements used indicates that a major
ity of them come from the beginning of the DOI: 407 below 100; 574 below 200; 
637 below 300; 673 below 400; 690 below 500; 718 below 600; 732 below 700; 
none used between 700 and 800; and 818, 882, 994 used for V, Y, and X, 
respectively. · 

A mod'ern cryptographer - or even. an experienced one of the early nineteenth 
century- desiring to encode"!2C with the DQI as keytext in a most efficient 
manner would, tberefore,·bave gone through the following steps: 

(~) Develop a masterplan for this project. 

(2) Prepare a listing of required letter frequencies for the .BZC 
cleartext. 

(3) Prepare a listing of available letter frequencies in the DOl 
keytext. 

(4)' Analyze the letter frequency ratios (see table I) for avail
able-to-required letters and decide Which course of action to 
follow in four cases: 

9 
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(4.1) More elements available than required for certain type 
letters: Develop a strategy of random selection without 
duplication; · 

(4.2) The sama number of elements available as required for 
certain type letters: Develop a more tightly controlled 
strategy for random selection, still without duplication; 

(4.3) Fewer elements available than required for certain type 
letters in. the c.leartext: Develop a strategy for randomly 
repeating the use of the available letters, ~~th a uniform 
distribution for repeated'usages; · 

(4.4) No elements available for some letters required (~ples: 
X, Y): Develop a clever substitution strategy so as to 
minimize repeated usages (examples: X • Sexes, Y • By). 

Obviously the author of B2 did very little in this direction. Rather we may 
suspect that he "learned by doing," and we propose, herewith, the follo'lo'i.ng 
hypothesis: B2 ~• encoded in a grossly suboptimal manner, because the author 
did not care to produce a most efficient code and was probably not even famil
iar with such a concept. Rather, he set up a limited list of available ele
ments for the first several hundred words of the DOI and added to this list, 
1n spurts, as he proceeded with his encoding task. Be also noted quickly 
(i) the paucity of V's in the DOI and he decided to use consistently the 
"distant" element 818, (ii) the absence of X's and he decided to "pun" it by 
using "distant" element 994, and (iii) the absence of Y's and he decided to 

• use "distant" element 822. All these "distant" elements are far beyond the 
lillli • ~c· ' ... nge of available elements he had "planned" to use for tbe balance 
of his enc.oding job. 

What evidence do we have in support of this hypothesis1 First, B2 contains 
179 different numerical elements (after removing repetitions), 80 of which are 
below 100, another 36 between 100 and 200, and only 63 are above 200. As we 
pointed out earlier, most of the repeated elements (75 percent, to be exact) 
are below 200. Details are shown in Table II whic.h gives the order in which 
the author picked "new" elements (obviously,· the first element in every row is 
always "new") to encode his cleartext. For example, to encode 
IRAVEDEPOSITED ••• " he chose I • 115 (rather than I • 2) for his very first 
element; but he gets around to using I • 2, 8, 67, 115, 140, 154, 158, 314, 
657 eventually. Yet he fails to employ I • 139, 151, 165, 167, and many 
others which occur "early" ~ his numbered keytext. 

Table III analyses the pattern he employs to introduce new numbers against rep
.atition of elements already used. The first four "I's" are encoded vith'all 
different, new numbers 115, 657, 140, 2; but 657 is a surprise{ The n~t 
I • 140 is a repetition; it is ·followed by three new numbers 8, 154, 314. The 
resultant pattern (details not shown here) indicates that halfway doWn the 
road the author decided that he had enough different numbers and no longer had 
to replenish his stockpile. Typically, the last 33 I's encoded are all repe
titions of numbered elements used earlier. A surprise element in this pattern, 
in addition to an occasional use of a very high number, is the introduction of 
a ne~ element toward the very end of his encoding process: the last three B's, 
the ·~at T, the last U needed to encode B2C were seemingly picked out of thin 
air and for uo apparent reason. On the other hand, the last 76 E's are en
coded by re-usina earlier elements{ A weighted density plot would clearly in
dicate his preference for a seemingly lazy and very inefficient process. 
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Summarizing our findings, w~ obs~rve that our author proceeded 
in the following way: 

(1) First, be wrote out his cleartext B2C; we may surmise that he 
edited it at least once before he began with the encoding process.·· 

(2) Be then nUmbered (at least) .the first 1000 words in the DOI, 
noting (in passing?) what elements to use conveniently for 
X, V, and Y. 

We state here specifically that the author did not make a 
complete list of all available letter elements which would have 
been more efficient and alsa .. speedier. lle also assert that he 
affixed position numbers to each of the circa 1000 first words 
of the DOI. 

As shown in Table ~I. of 179 different nu=bers used, 95 are 
even and 84 are odd. A statistical test reveals that the ratio 
95/84 does not differ significantly from 90/89 or 89/90! Thus, 
there is no preference of evens over odds, nor any other bias. 

(3) Be then encoded his c:leartext, jumping randomly from one section 
- of the keytext to another. These jumps were noted in our earlier 

paper (l) when we observed significant periodicities of lengths 
3 and 5, as well as significant deviations between runs up and 
down. A casual inspection of B2 is quite convincing in this 
matter; if we single out elements belonging to specific: hundreds, 
B2 assumes the follo~g appearance: 115 - {73, 24) - 818 - {37, 
52, 49, 17, 31, 62) - 657 - (22, 7, 15) - 140- (47, 29) - 107-
(79, 84, 56) - 238 - (10, 26) - etc. This simplistic notation 
enhances our ab~ity to see the pattern ~ic:h was basic to the -
author's encoding job. 

Finally, we observe that 'XJB was certainly not beyond mak:Lng many clerical er
rors in his encoding proc~ss. lle have several communications giv±ng details 
about the forty-four specific: code elements (numbers) which w~re edited by 
George Hart against the earlier Biram Herbert papers in an effort to "force" 
the solution. Specifically, George Bart applied corrections of plus-one to 
two elements, 53 and. 84; of minus-one to twenty-one elements ranging from 
96 to 241; of plus-ten to four elements ranging froc 449 to 505; of plus-nine 
to eleven elements ranging from 511 to 620; of plus-ten to three elements 643• 
647, 666; of plus-eleven to two elements 807, 811; and of ~us-eleven to the 
largest element 1005. 

Anyone who has ever tried to number words by hand in a given keytext v1ll at 
once recognize these corrections as being of a very common type. IncidentallY• 
in the ranges shown above·are also some few numbers which required no correc
tions suggesting that "Uncle TJB" went about his task rather sloppily, to N'J 
the least. -- · ·~: ...... 
Unfortunately, we have no Wellsian Time Machine to help us "see" the author of 
.these cyphers at work. But we have the tools of analysis and simulation both 
of which point strongly in the .direction of our original asser~ion: TJB was ··· 
not a professional cryptographer! However, he must have had some exposure to. 
the coding techniques employed in his time; in his hour of need he resorted 
thi~ ~ype of multiple substitution (homophonic) cypher. His choice bas the 
advantage of great relative security which lasts exactly as long as the key-
text is unknown. After that, even a high school student can decypher ut1 
codes. TJB botched his job. rather badly, making numerous mistakes in ~e --':::."li!Wiii::ii 
bering of the words and in the selection of clever substitutes for missing 
letters. Be also did not guard himself too well against attempts to break 
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cypber by probable vord or ~etter·substitutions, probably never even thought 
of i.t. Otherwise be would have usee! a greate"t di.vers'11:y of available key
t..xt eleJDents to obt&:l.n a 1II&X1mu:m .in degrees of freedom • . May we infer that 
~l and ~3 also contain lll&ny ·such e.rrora'l .:._:, .. . · ...-:-:--; ..,... .. 

'• • • -~... ..• • I • ... • .- :' • o I 

Tbe latter tvo have w:ltbstood the rather di.aorgani.zec! attack by many individ
uals and groups successfully · for v~ over a. hundred yea"ts. B.ov much longer 
will they be able to protect ."the exact local11:y of the vault" with its depos
its of gold, silver, and jewelry'l ·.fudging by tbe many rumblings about "solu
tiona" we are 1uc.l.ined to bel..ieve that Bl and B3 vm shortly yield to the 
massive force exerted by organized and determined experts employing the latest 
tools of modern tec:lmoloiY. It v1ll be'" interesting to see vhat epitaph we 
can write about them as the decoded messages BlC and B3C filter into tbe pub
lic domain and the press; It wiJ.l be equa.lly interesting to look at the faces 
of our 10lddiggers as they enter the empty "excavation or vault six feet below 
tbe surface of ground"... · _, 
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